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Abstract

App

With the continued proliferation of mobile devices, apps
will increasingly become multi-surface, running seamlessly
across multiple user devices (e.g., phone, tablet, etc.). Yet
general systems support for multi-surface app is limited
to (1) screencasting, which relies on a single master device’s computing power and battery life or (2) cloud backing, which is unsuitable in the face of disconnected operation or untrusted cloud providers. We present an alternative
approach: Flux, an Android-based system that enables any
app to become multi-surface through app migration. Flux
overcomes device heterogeneity and residual dependencies
through two key mechanisms. Selective Record/Adaptive Replay records just those device-agnostic app calls that lead to
the generation of app-speciﬁc device-dependent state in system services and replays them on the target. Checkpoint/Restore in Android (CRIA) transitions an app into a state in
which device-speciﬁc information can be safely discarded
before checkpointing and restoring the app. Our implementation of Flux can migrate many popular, unmodiﬁed Android apps—including those with extensive device interactions like 3D accelerated graphics—across heterogeneous
devices and is fast enough for interactive use.
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Figure 1. Multi-surface support through app migration:
swipe to migrate unmodiﬁed app between paired devices
without cloud support.
device to a smartphone to travel, (2) displaying from a mobile device to a projector, (3) switching to a different device
when the battery is running low, or even (4) collaboratively
using an app during meetings, allowing multiple people to
view, modify, and contribute.
However, despite this growth, there is little system support for multi-surface apps. Today, there are two trending
approaches. The ﬁrst approach is screencasting, in which
screen output from one device is sent to another [8, 9, 31,
37, 38, 44, 65, 66]. For example, Apple AirPlay [3] allows
content on an iOS device to be displayed on an Apple TV.
However, the app continues to run on the original device, still
limited by its computing power and battery life. It cannot
take advantage of the capabilities of the new device, such as
CPU, GPU, or memory. Furthermore, apps often need to be
explicitly written for systems such as AirPlay to achieve the
best user experience. The second approach is to use a cloudbased approach in which the actual app content is stored in a
back-end in the cloud. For example, iCloud or Google Drive
and devices like Chromecast [23] make cloud back-ends pervasive. However, cloud-based approaches suffer from both a
dependence on connectivity and a growing distrust of cloud
providers to handle data. Cloud provider distrust is actually
prohibitive in many enterprise environments with sensitive
client data [5, 15].

Introduction

Users increasingly own multiple mobile devices of various
shapes and sizes, with a recent survey reporting an average
of roughly three devices per person [59]. Accordingly, there
is a trend to run applications (apps) on multiple devices or
surfaces. For example, it is possible to begin a movie using
the Netﬂix app on a phone and switch to a larger screen to
continue watching. In general, we expect to see more multisurface apps emerge, including (1) switching from a larger
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We propose a third approach to achieve multi-surface computing: app migration. App migration enables the app to take
advantage of the device in use, allows the original device to
be used for other tasks, and does not require connectivity
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to a cloud provider; if disconnected from the Internet, devices can use ad-hoc networking. Furthermore, because it is
implemented at the systems level, apps do not need to be
written to support multi-surface operation.

this record/replay mechanism ensures that device-dependent
state in the source is accurately recreated on the target.
CRIA checkpoints critical user- and OS-level state of the
running app at the source and restores it at the target. A
key feature of CRIA is that it integrates with Android to
eliminate most residual dependencies on the system and customize the restoration of checkpointed state in a manner tailored to the target, supporting device heterogeneity. CRIA
deals with device-speciﬁc state by putting the app into such
a state that it discards much of the device-speciﬁc state on
the source. Next, CRIA checkpoints core app state, including
app-speciﬁc state in Android speciﬁc drivers such as Binder,
the IPC mechanism through which apps interact with the
system-provided services that front most devices, e.g., GPS
and camera. On restore, Flux leverages Android app initialization mechanisms to inform the app of changes to hardware state so that app-speciﬁc device state can be reconstructed in a manner customized to the guest platform, including matching the UI to the screen size of the guest platform. Restoring checkpointed state reestablishes the app’s
Binder connections to system services, now at the target.

Migration of an app is non-trivial. For example, in Android,
even though apps are written expecting to be killed at any
moment due to memory pressure, many apps do not automatically save all of their runtime state. If these apps crash,
the state is lost. Therefore, it is not possible to migrate an
app by simply killing it and starting it on the destination.
Furthermore, app migration between mobile devices is more
complicated than many other environments due to device
heterogeneity. Smartphones and tablets are tightly integrated hardware platforms that come in many different sizes
and incorporate a plethora of devices using non-standard
interfaces, such as GPUs and cameras. As of 2014, the
OpenSignal database shows 18,796 different Android devices, up from 11,868 reported a year earlier [46].
Device heterogeneity complicates the usual challenges of
residual dependencies, or state left in the source system after migration, in two ways. First, apps interact with system
services, shared processes that may maintain app-speciﬁc
and device-speciﬁc state. It is not feasible to migrate a
shared system service along with the app or extract the
app-speciﬁc state from the service. Even if the entire state
of the system services was saved and restored on the target device, it may not work because the services manage device-speciﬁc state. Second, the running apps themselves contain—potentially device-dependent—state that is
not easily accessible to the system. Blindly saving devicedependent app state and restoring it would not work across
the thousands of different Android devices.

We have implemented and evaluated a working prototype of
Flux on Android. Our results show that Flux successfully
migrates a wide range of the top apps from the Google Play
store across different smartphone and tablet hardware running different OS kernel versions. We show that the runtime
overhead of Flux during app execution is negligible. Not surprisingly, the migration time is dominated by network transfer times. Nonetheless, we found that migration time and
the amount of state transferred was modest in most cases,
demonstrating that Flux is fast enough for interactive use.
This paper presents the design and implementation of Flux.
Section 2 gives an overview of Android. Section 3 describes
the Flux architecture, focusing on Selective Record/Adaptive Replay and CRIA. Section 4 presents experimental results. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, we present
some concluding remarks and directions for future work.

To address these problems, we introduce Flux, an Android
framework for app migration. As shown in Figure 1, Flux
enables any app to migrate directly from one device to another without any cloud support. Devices can be different
smartphone and tablet hardware, and Flux ensures that once
an application is migrated to a guest device, it is able to make
full use of the guest device’s hardware, including resizing
and reformatting the application content to ﬁt the display of
the guest device. Flux accomplishes this seamless application migration across heterogeneous devices by introducing
two novel mechanisms: Selective Record/Adaptive Replay
and Checkpoint/Restore In Android (CRIA).

2.

Android Background

Figure 2 gives an abridged overview of the Android system
components that apps are dependent on and are therefore
critical during app migration. An app in Android is written in
Java and runs inside an isolated instance of the Dalvik VM.
Typically, an app runs in a single process; less commonly,
an app may be split into multiple processes. Apps are installed with the PackageManagerService, which tracks app
metadata such as requested permissions. An app is typically
isolated to a single data directory through ﬁlesystem permissions and access to storage such as an SD card requires explicit permission upon installation. An app consists of any
number of activities and, when necessary, talks to services
via Binder, Android’s primary IPC mechanism. An activity

Selective Record/Adaptive Replay eliminates residual dependencies due to system services. Speciﬁcally, during app
execution, Flux interposes on app calls to system services
and only records those that modify app-speciﬁc device state,
automatically discarding stale interactions. Selective Record
is also used to guarantee correctness of Android services
after migration. During resume, the recorded app calls are
adaptively replayed through Flux’s service contextualization
proxy to match the guest OS’s system services. Importantly,
2

is an app component providing a UI with which users can
interact with to perform tasks, such as send an email, or dial
the phone. A service is an app or system component that can
perform long-running operations in the background without
a UI. When migrating, the various device state associated
with both activities and services must be correctly handled.

Activity

Activity

Dalvik

App

Dalvik
OpenGL ES Lib

AIDL
interface

Android apps rely heavily on interactions with shared, longrunning system services. For example, the NotiﬁcationManagerService allows apps to post notiﬁcations to the status
bar, and the AlarmManagerService allows apps to schedule
code to be run at some point in the future. Apps communicate with these services and with each other exclusively
via Binder, either explicitly via RPC service interfaces or
through Intents. Intents are messaging objects used to request an action from another app, which can be broadcast to
all relevant apps by the ActivityManagerService. To simplify
the creation of RPC service interfaces, the Android Interface
Deﬁnition Language (AIDL) allows programmers to write
an interface by simply deﬁning method prototypes. AIDL
will then generate the necessary serialization and IPC code
required for the interface.
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Figure 2. Overview of Android system components and
their relation to one another through Binder.
standardized OpenGL ES library that abstracts away hardware details. Similar to other hardware libraries in Android,
OpenGL consists of both a generic library, presenting apps
with a well-known API, and a vendor-speciﬁc library, implementing device-speciﬁc code called by the generic library.
All Android apps rely on the Android version of the Linux
kernel: it is therefore a shared resource. In the kernel, Binder
is implemented as a driver. Binder communication typically
consists of clients talking to services. In Binder, the service side is dubbed a node and all clients reference nodes
via process-speciﬁc handles, identiﬁed by a simple integer.
Communication to another Binder node cannot occur without ﬁrst being given a reference to it by the process who created it or a process already holding a reference to it. Therefore, services wishing to offer other processes an RPC interface must register themselves with the userspace ServiceManager. The ServiceManager maintains a registry of Binder
references corresponding to names given when the service
was registered. It is up to the service itself to decide whether
or not a calling process has permission to make a particular
RPC. Other features of the kernel include ashmem, a shared
memory driver; pmem, a physically contiguous memory allocator used by devices like the GPU; an alarm driver, allowing the AlarmManagerService to schedule alarms that can
trigger regardless of the machine’s sleep state; wakelocks, a
power management feature used to keep the machine awake
while a wakelock is held and to sleep otherwise; and the
Logger driver. When migrating between devices, the state
of all these Android speciﬁc drivers must be considered.

In addition to distributing Intents, the ActivityManagerService is responsible for managing the running of Android applications, including starting and stopping app components,
and registering app-requested BroadcastReceivers, which
act as listeners for apps for various events, e.g., informing
them of WiFi status changes. Another duty of the ActivityManagerService is controlling the life cycle of activities.
In Android, activities transition between various states of
their life cycle. After creation, an activity enters the Resumed state, where it remains until it is sent to the background or another activity partially obscures it from view.
Once sent to the background, the activity transitions to the
Paused state. In this state, the activity no longer receives
user input and cannot execute any code. If the activity is not
quickly brought back to the foreground, the Android task
idler will place it into the Stopped state. In this state, the activity is guaranteed to not be visible to the user and it will no
longer be able to render its user interface.
The user interface of an Android app consists of a Window, provided by the WindowManagerService, for each activity. A Window, similar to a desktop window, contains a
single Surface in which the content of the Window is rendered. This Surface will be destroyed when the app is in the
Stopped state to conserve resources. Each Window also has a
View hierarchy attached to it. View hierarchies are rooted by
a ViewRoot and consist of ViewGroups containing Views,
which are interactive UI elements. Each time a Window is to
be rendered, the View hierarchy is traversed and each View
draws its portion of the UI.

3.

Flux

We assume an environment that consists of many mobile
devices running Flux. An app can be installed on some, but
not necessarily all, mobile devices. The device on which
the app is natively installed is called the home device. As
shown in Figure 1, users in our environment can migrate any
running app, along with all its active state, from its home

Communication with devices takes place via systemprovided Binder services, e.g., the SensorService. An exception is the GPU, which is interacted with directly using the
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Figure 3. Overview of Android components involved in
migration. Components added by Flux highlighted in gray.

Figure 4. Workﬂow phases of Flux migration.

device to other guest devices. We do not rely on any backend (cloud) support or modiﬁcations to the app.
3.1

Transfer

app executable and other resources. This pseudo-installed
app acts as a wrapper when migrating in; additionally, it
differentiates a migrated app on the guest device from the
natively-installed version.

Migration Life Cycle

Figure 3 shows that Flux consists of a number of components, which are highlighted in gray. We describe the high
level role of each component in the context of a migratable
app’s life cycle, as depicted in Figure 4: Pairing, App Execution, Migration Out, and Migration In.

Due to the fragmentation of the Android market, app binaries are typically designed to run across a wide range of Android versions. However, if a particular APK requires an API
level that is incompatible with the software stack of the guest
device, Flux informs the user the app cannot be migrated.

Pairing. Before a user migrates an app from the home device to a guest device, Flux performs a one-time pairing operation that synchronizes the home device’s core framework
and libraries to a custom location on the guest’s data partition. This is needed because the core framework and library
binaries may differ across devices; the frameworks and libraries used by an app must remain the same before and after migration. The differences between these ﬁles are generally small. Consequently, the synchronization operation is
performed efﬁciently since most ﬁles are linked against the
identical ﬁles on the guest’s system partition. In our current
implementation, we use rsync for synchronizing ﬁles and
its --link-dest option for linking identical ﬁles.

App Execution. During app execution, Flux selectively
records an app’s interactions with system services through
Binder’s IPC mechanism. This recording functionality, described in Section 3.2, uses framework-level decorators of
the system services’ RPC interface. Additionally, the recording functionality is provided in core framework-supplied libraries and is transparent to the app. The recorded log is primarily used to restore the app-speciﬁc state of system services once the app has migrated to a guest device, avoiding
the need to migrate these services along with the app. It is
kept small by automatically discarding stale calls.
Migration Out. A user initiates a migration operation
through a two-ﬁnger vertical swiping gesture. Flux’s ﬁrst
step is to use Android’s built-in mechanisms to free as much
device-speciﬁc state as possible. Speciﬁcally, Flux instructs
apps to go to the background, which helps free drawing surfaces. Then, Flux triggers a low-memory condition, which
further releases graphic-related resources. Finally, Flux extends OpenGL to remove any remaining vendor-libraryspeciﬁc state.

Similarly, Flux also veriﬁes and synchronizes the home
device’s app binaries, known as Android Package Files
(APKs), and app data ﬁles to the guest device. This includes
any app-speciﬁc data directories residing on the SD card, but
not general SD card data available to all apps with SD card
access. Since apps may be updated frequently, the paired
APK is veriﬁed prior to migration and updated if necessary.
As part of the pairing, Flux pseudo-installs the APK’s metadata on the guest with its PackageManagerService. This allows the guest to be aware of the app’s permissions and components but does not actually install the app data, such as the

Next, Flux checkpoints the app’s process(es). Because the
primary way in which Android apps interact with the rest
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Decorator
( one per service method )

of the system is through Android’s Binder IPC mechanism,
Binder IPC state must be saved as part of the checkpoint.
Flux achieves this using CRIA, as described in Section 3.3.
Flux’s checkpoint includes not only per-process app state,
but also the recorded log of calls made by the app to interact
with system services. Once complete, the checkpoint image
is compressed and sent to the guest device, along with the
app’s data directory.

Rule

@record { ...
@if
{...}
@drop {...}
}

Recording
Handler

Migration In. To restore the app from the checkpoint on the
guest device, Flux uses the wrapper app created at pairing
time as a shell in which to restore the checkpointed image of
the migrated app. The wrapper app is launched in a private
virtual namespace for process identiﬁers to ensure that app
processes see the same identiﬁers even if the underlying
operating system identiﬁers may have changed. The wrapper
app is also jailed to the previously synchronized ﬁlesystem
containing the home device’s libraries and the app’s APK.
Once complete, Flux restores the app from the checkpointed
image, as discussed in Section 3.3, including re-establishing
the same Binder state for the app so that the app sees the
same Binder handles. To complete the integration of the app
into the new guest environment, Flux informs the app of any
changes to hardware, and replays the recorded service calls,
as discussed in Section 3.2, for the guest device’s services to
restore necessary state on behalf of the app, permitting the
app to interact with system services right where it left off.
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Figure 5. Selective Record and its place in the Android
system. Flux-speciﬁc components highlighted in gray.
replayed on the guest device with its system services. This
approach, however, has three key problems. First, system
services support a wide range of features, each with different behavioral semantics. A one-size-ﬁts-all approach to
recording service calls will not sufﬁce. For some services,
particularly those that interact with the user, e.g., notiﬁcation or alarm, simply recording and replaying all service
calls would result in an incorrect state, e.g., the user would
see past notiﬁcations that he has already acknowledged. Second, computing resources on a mobile device are scarce. A
straightforward record-replay mechanism may unnecessarily record/replay all calls, wasting scarce mobile resources
during app execution and migration and introducing an unacceptable latency waiting for the entire log to be replayed.
Third, services across devices may not be identical and, in
some cases, not available. A straightforward record-replay
mechanism assumes a homogeneous environment and does
not adapt to device variations.

Flux does not restore the app’s original network state, but
rather leverages the fact that mobile apps are typically
built around transient wireless connectivity and therefore
are designed to correctly handle connectivity changes. When
restoring a migrated app, Flux informs it of a loss of connectivity and availability of a new connection, allowing the app
to handle the connectivity interrupt in the normal way. Finally, the app is brought to the foreground so that it becomes
visible and available for use by the user.

Because system services are shared by many apps and may
have device-speciﬁc implementations, it is not desirable to
migrate the system services themselves. Instead the corresponding system services on the guest device should take
over after the app has been migrated. One approach could
be to add checkpoint and restore hooks to every service
an app may interact with, thereby enabling the extraction
and restoration of a service’s app-speciﬁc state. Doing so
would be an overwhelming undertaking, requiring specialized knowledge of service and device implementation details
that vary from one device to another. Instead of checkpointrestore, Flux introduces Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

To address these problems, Flux introduces Selective
Record/Adaptive Replay to only record and replay calls to
system services that are relevant to reproducing the current
app-speciﬁc state in the respective services. As shown in
Figure 5, since apps interact with system services via Android’s Binder IPC mechanism, Selective Record simply interposes on the service interface calls used by Binder. These
calls are based on standard APIs that are device independent, avoiding the need to understand device-dependent implementation details. Selective Record leverages the higherlevel semantics available at these interfaces to identify which
recorded calls are no longer relevant to the current appspeciﬁc state of a given service, and thereby can be discarded. Adaptive Replay then modiﬁes the recorded calls in
a way that best suits the characteristics of the guest device.

In a straightforward implementation of record-replay to migrate app-speciﬁc state, all calls that update the app-speciﬁc
state in system services are recorded, then deterministically

Selective Record. To capture the higher-level semantics
from Android frameworks, Flux provides decorators that can
be used by framework developers to instrument IPC ser-

3.2

Selective Record/Adaptive Replay
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S YNTAX

H ARDWARE S ERVICE
AudioService
BluetoothService
CameraManagerService
ConnectivityManagerService
CountryDetectorService
InputMethodManagerService
InputManagerService
LocationManagerService
PowerManagerService
SensorService
SerialService
UsbService
VibratorService
WiﬁService
S OFTWARE S ERVICE
ActivityManagerService
AlarmManagerService
ClipboardService
KeyguardService
NotiﬁcationManagerService
NsdService
TextServicesManagerService
UiModeManagerService

P URPOSE
Indicate that calls to this method should
be recorded.

@record
@drop [method name], ...
@if [arg], ...
@elif [arg], ...

Remove all previous calls to this method.
Qualiﬁes @drop to only remove previous calls if all args given match.
When replaying, call proxy [method] in@replayproxy [method]
stead of replaying the actual call.
A keyword representing the current
this
method being decorated.

Table 1. Flux decoration syntax.
vice interface deﬁnitions. The decorators identify what calls
should be recorded and how they affect the current state of
the system. Our expectation is that the decorators are simple
to use and require only minimal additions to existing frameworks. To further simplify the use of decorators, Flux takes
advantage of interface deﬁnition languages (IDLs), which
are commonly used to generate RPC interface serialization
code. Flux extends the IDL to support decorators. Specifically, the Android IDL (AIDL), used for deﬁning system
service interfaces. For decorated interface methods, AIDL
generates the necessary code to call our record function.
The record function then asynchronously performs the actual recording and the necessary removal of stale calls which
no longer affect the current state of services.

M ETHODS
71
202
8
59
3
29
15
13
19
6
2
19
4
47
M ETHODS
178
4
7
22
14
2
9
5

LOC
150
TBD
31
26
5
37
11
15
14
94
TBD
TBD
26
54
LOC
130
20
6
16
34
3
16
9

Table 2. Decorated services in Android comparing the number of methods for each service interface and the number of
lines of Flux decorator code for the service.

Table 1 lists the decorators that are supported by Flux. The
syntax is modeled after Python’s decorators, hence the name.
Each decorator indicates what action should be taken with
the subsequent call. There are four basic constructs. The
@record statement indicates that calls to the respective
function should be recorded to the log. The @drop statement indicates that previous calls to the respective function
should be discarded from the log. The @if statement is used
to qualify a @drop statement to only discard previously
recorded calls from the log if all arguments provided with the
@if statement match. Finally, the @replayproxy statement is used during replay to indicate that an alternative
proxy method should be used instead of replaying the actual
recorded call, thereby modifying the resulting replay.

Example: NotiﬁcationManager. The NotiﬁcationManager,
the AIDL interface for the NotiﬁcationManagerService, is
used by apps to post and maintain notiﬁcations displayed
on the status bar and in the notiﬁcation drawer. It provides
a simple example of how selective recording is performed.
To migrate the app state, we must record these notiﬁcations
to the guest device along with the app. Figure 6 shows a
portion of an IDL deﬁned interface derived from Android’s
actual NotiﬁcationManager, and Figure 7 shows the same
deﬁnition with Flux decorations. The @record statement
above enqueueNotification indicates that all calls to
this function should be recorded. Inside the @record block
above cancelNotification, the @if statement indicates that the n-tuple (id,) will be used as a signature
to determine if a call to cancelNotification matches
the signature of any previous calls to methods in the @drop
list. The @drop statement contains a list of interface methods whose effect on the device state will no longer matter
if cancelNotification is called with a matching signature. If a signature matches, any matching previous calls
will be removed from the record. this is a keyword in the
drop list, indicating that the call to the decorated method
cancelNotification, should not be recorded if there
is a match. Note that, because of the simplicity of this example, the decorations comprise a substantial portion of the
resulting lines of code of the interface. However, this represents a small percentage of the total number of lines of code

Table 2 provides a full listing of all the decorated Android
services along with the number of lines of code (LOC)
required, separated into those that manage hardware devices
and those that do not. For comparison purposes, it also shows
the number of methods for each service interface, which
provides a loose measure of the complexity of the respective
interface. Generally speaking, services with larger interfaces
require more lines of code to decorate. A few services are not
yet decorated in the current Flux prototype, so their LOC are
indicated as TBD. Most services require less than 50 LOC,
except for ActivityService and AudioService, which require
130 and 150 LOC, respectively. As shown in Table 2, these
two services also have larger interfaces than other services.

6

interface INotificationManager {
void enqueueNotification(int id,
Notification notification);
void cancelNotification(int id);
}

interface IAlarmManager {
void set(int type, long triggerAtTime,
in PendingIntent operation);
void remove(in PendingIntent operation);
}

Figure 6. Simpliﬁed interface deﬁnition for NotiﬁcationManager.

Figure 8. Simpliﬁed interface deﬁnition for AlarmManager.

interface IAlarmManager {
@record {
@drop this;
@if operation;
@replayproxy \
flux.recordreplay.Proxies.alarmMgrSet;
}
void set(int type, long triggerAtTime,
in PendingIntent operation);

interface INotificationManager {
@record
void enqueueNotification(int id,
Notification notification);
@record {
@drop this, enqueueNotification;
@if id;
}
void cancelNotification(int id);

@record {
@drop this;
@if operation;
}
void remove(in PendingIntent operation);

}

Figure 7. Simpliﬁed interface deﬁnition for NotiﬁcationManager with Flux decorations.

}

generated by AIDL to implement the interface, and it also
represents an even smaller percentage of the total number of
lines of code to implement the actual service.

Figure 9. Simpliﬁed interface deﬁnition for AlarmManager
with Flux decorations.

Adaptive Replay. Once an app has been migrated to a new
device, changes to hardware state that can normally be modiﬁed by the user, such as the WiFi state, are replayed to any
listeners the app has set up. Should the guest device not contain hardware that was previously in use, e.g., GPS, the user
is given the option to allow communication with that device
to continue to take place over the network.

The app will have registered a BroadcastReceiver to listen
for this Intent in order to accomplish whatever task the alarm
was set for. If the app is not currently running when the alarm
expires, it will be started prior to the Intent broadcast. To
prematurely cancel an alarm, an app can call the remove
API method, specifying the Intent previously passed to set.
When migrating an app we must also migrate any previously
set, and still active, alarms. Figure 8 shows a portion of an
IDL deﬁned interface derived from Android’s actual AlarmManager, and Figure 9 shows the same deﬁnition with
Flux decorations. The decorations indicate that calls with
the same operation argument to set and remove should
be dropped from the record as either the alarm has been removed or replaced with a new alarm and the previous calls
are no longer necessary or valid. However, if an alarm is set
and not removed but triggered by the advancement of time,
it is important to detect that the alarm has already been triggered and should not be triggered again. To handle this common case, the @replayproxy statement is used to indicate that when replaying calls, our alarmMgrSet method
should be called instead of simply replaying the call. This
method, as shown in Figure 10, will ﬁrst verify if the alarm
is still active and, if it is, replay the call using Java Reﬂection. The method compares against the time of checkpoint
rather than the current time to avoid missing an alarm set to
trigger while the app was mid-migration. This ensures that
an alarm that is set for after the time of checkpoint will be
triggered as intended after migration.

To alter the replay as needed, the @replayproxy statement may be used to decorate service methods to indicate
that when a particular method is called during replay, an alternative proxy method should be used instead. For example, a proxy method could be used to adjust volume levels
of music being played in accordance with the relative volume level differences between the home and guest devices.
This approach is speciﬁcally used to support services like
the AlarmManagerService.
Example: AlarmManager. The AlarmManager, the AIDL
interface for the AlarmManagerService, is used by apps to
schedule tasks to be run at some point in the future. It provides an example of how an alternative proxy method is used
on replay. In this case, knowing only the arguments to methods is insufﬁcient for deciding which calls must be replayed.
This is because alarms are set through an API call, but then
typically expire with time, not by being explicitly removed
through a subsequent API call. To set an alarm, an app calls
the AlarmManager’s set API method, specifying a time for
the alarm to go off and an Intent to be broadcast at that time.
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Table 2 shows that although there are only 6 methods for the
SensorService, it requires over 90 lines of code to decorate.
The extra complexity here is due to the fact that this service
is written natively in C++ and AIDL does not support generation of native code. The record/replay code that would
normally be generated automatically through Flux’s decoration syntax must be written by hand, requiring more care and
time than would otherwise be needed. In the future, AIDL
can be extended to support generating native C++ code [45].

void alarmMgrSet(Class alarmMgrClass,
Object newAlarmMgr,
String method, int type,
long triggerAtTime,
PendingIntent operation) {
if (triggerAtTime <= checkpointTime)
return;
Method set = alarmMgrClass.getMethod("set");
set.invoke(newAlarmMgr, type,
triggerAtTime, operation);
}

3.3

Figure 10. Simpliﬁed proxy method for replaying IAlarmManager.set().

Checkpoint/Restore In Android (CRIA)

To support migration of an app’s processes, Flux extends traditional checkpoint-restart mechanisms [21, 25, 33, 47, 49]
in a manner that leverages the characteristics of Android
to save the core state of the app on one device and restore it on another; we call this Checkpoint-Restore In Android (CRIA). There are four types of app state to consider
for checkpointing: process, device, ﬁlesystem, and network
state. As discussed in Section 3.1, ﬁlesystem state is synced
across devices and network state is simply re-established on
the guest device after migration so that it appears simply as
a loss of connectivity to apps, which are expected to handle such interruptions on mobile devices. We focus here on
checkpointing process and device state.

Example: SensorService. The SensorService is used by
apps to receive events from sensors, e.g. accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc. It provides another example of using alternative proxy methods on replay. In this case,
API calls return handles to objects, such as Binder objects and socket descriptors, which are used by apps;
these return values are uncommon in app-facing Android
system services. To receive sensor events, an app asks
the SensorService for a SensorEventConnection via its
createSensorEventConnection method. The SensorEventConnection is a Binder object with an interface
of its own that allows the app to enable desired sensors and receive a Unix domain socket via a call to
getSensorChannel, over which it will receive the sensor events on via the SensorService.

Process State. CRIA builds on the Checkpoint/Restore in
Userspace (CRIU) project [47], which is supported in the
mainline Linux kernel. Hooks in the kernel allow CRIU to
transparently obtain and inject all necessary internal kernel
state required to represent the state of a running process. As
part of restarting the app after migration, the app is encapsulated in a private virtual namespace [49] to ensure that operating system resource identiﬁers such as process identiﬁers
remain the same, even if the same numerical identiﬁers are
already in use on the guest system.

When replaying calls to the SensorService, SensorEventConnection objects must be restored. This requires that the
calls return the same handles to SensorEventConnection objects that the app was using before migration to ensure
that the app continues to function properly after migration.
Speciﬁcally, the Binder handle representing a SensorEventConnection and its respective Unix domain socket descriptor should remain the same after migration. To do this for
the Binder object, a @replayproxy method is created
for replaying the createSensorEventConnection
call. The arguments supplied to this proxy method include
the return value of the recorded call (the Binder handle
representing a SensorEventConnection). This allows the
proxy method to call the new device’s SensorService to receive a new SensorEventConnection and map it to the correct Binder handle. Previously recorded calls to the SensorEventConnection will then be replayed. Similarly, to
maintain the same descriptor for the Unix domain socket,
a @replayproxy method is created for the SensorEventConnection’s getSensorChannel call. This proxy will
make the same call to the new SensorEventConnection’s getSensorChannel method, obtaining a new connection with the
SensorService (and by extension the Sensor). It will then
dup2 this descriptor into the original socket descriptor, reserved during restoration of the app.

CRIA extends CRIU to take into consideration Androidspeciﬁc device drivers: Binder, Logger, ashmem, pmem, and
wakelocks. Of these, Binder required the most support. As
shown in Figure 11, to capture dependencies that result from
the use of Binder, CRIA checkpoints and restores three types
of Binder connections: (1) internal app, (2) external system services, and (3) external non-system services. App processes contain handles that refer to various Binder connections. CRIA checkpoints the Binder state of each app process, including Binder handles, references and buffers, and
notes which references are internal versus external to system
services, including recording the association between references to system services and those service names.
The restore process is different depending on the type of
connection. For Binder connections that are internal to the
app, CRIA restores both ends of the connections. For Binder
connections between the app and external system services,
CRIA establishes new Binder connections with the same
8

system services running on the guest device. CRIA asks the
ServiceManager on the guest device for references to the
equivalent new system services and injects those references
in Binder with the previously issued handle identiﬁer. For
example, if the app references the NotiﬁcationManagerService using reference id = 2, it can continue to do so even on
a new device with a different NotiﬁcationManagerService.
This process only restores the connection between an app
and various system services via Binder. As described in Section 3.2, app-speciﬁc state maintained by system services is
restored via Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

App
Android
Service

Internal
Service

src
ref

handle

Global
Service
Manager
Binder IPC
name

ref

Permission
Service

It is also possible that an app may have external Binder connections that connect to non-system services, such as nonsystem apps. A variety of solutions are possible to address
this case, including migrating both connected apps or tethering the migrated app back to the home device. However, we
have not encountered any such apps. For simplicity, CRIA
currently checks for whether such Binder connections exist
and if so, informs the user that the app cannot be migrated.

Figure 11. Binder dependencies captured with CRIA.
related state, dramatically simplifying the management of
device state for migration. CRIA repurposes three types of
Android mechanisms: background execution, low-memory
condition, and conditional initialization.

Support for the other Android-speciﬁc device drivers, Logger, ashmem, pmem, and wakelocks was relatively straightforward. Adding support for the Android Logger driver required few changes since the device is used like any regular ﬁle and does not persist per-process state. Although direct support for ashmem is straightforward to implement,
its use is limited. ashmem is primarily used by Dalvik to
name memory regions. For the sake of simplicitly, we modiﬁed Dalvik to use mmap for obtaining memory instead of
ashmem. After this, we did not encounter other instances of
apps using ashmem at the time of checkpoint, so direct support for ashem was not needed. Similar to ashmem, CRIA
support for pmem is not necessary due to freeing resources
prior to checkpointing. Finally, CRIA support is not needed
for wakelocks and alarms as these are only used by Android
system services; therefore, their process-speciﬁc state is handled by Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

CRIA leverages Android’s background execution mechanism by instructing apps to revert to running in the background prior to being migrated. Because background apps
are not visible to the user, various state associated with the
visible interface of apps is not needed. By having an app run
in the background, CRIA causes at least a partial removal of
drawing surfaces and contexts corresponding to the visible
state of an app. However, other graphical hardware resources
and OpenGL contexts will still be retained.
To eliminate the dependencies on the GPU hardware, CRIA
leverages Android’s low-memory mechanisms, which can
force apps to free graphics-related resources. CRIA invokes a trim memory request for the migrating app with
the highest severity level via Android’s ActivityThread’s
handleTrimMemory method. handleTrimMemory
requests that the WindowManager trim its memory via
a startTrimMemory RPC method. This invokes the
HardwareRenderer’s startTrimMemory method causing its caches to be ﬂushed, and then invokes all ViewRoots’ terminateHardwareResources method. This
then calls the HardwareRenderer’s destroyHardwareResources and destroy methods causing all hardware
rendering resources associated with those ViewRoots to
be destroyed, the Canvas removed, and disables the renderer. ActivityThread will then call WindowManager’s
endTrimMemory method, which in-turn terminates all
OpenGL contexts causing the HardwareRenderer to terminate and uninitialize OpenGL once all contexts are gone.
The ViewRoot of the app is also destroyed, removing devicespeciﬁc state that reference the ViewRoot.

Device State. Checkpointing device-speciﬁc state is especially difﬁcult on mobile devices because of the lack of hardware standards in these vertically integrated platforms. In
Android, there are two cases: (1) devices are used indirectly
by apps via system services that manage those devices, and
(2) devices are used directly by apps. As described in Section 3.2, Selective Record/Adaptive Replay addresses the
migration of device state in the ﬁrst case.
For the second case, the GPU is the only device used directly by Android apps. Migration of graphical context is
difﬁcult given the complexity of the hardware and software
and the substantial amount of app and device-speciﬁc state
involved. However, because using the GPU involves consuming substantial system resources, most mobile operating
systems have support for dynamically removing and restoring GPU-related resources. CRIA leverages and extends this
support to avoid the need to checkpoint and restore GPU-

Once completed, this leaves only a small amount of lingering
native, graphics-related, vendor-library speciﬁc initialization
state that must be removed. To do so, we extend Android’s
native OpenGL library with an eglUnload function. This
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is called after the HardwareRenderer is terminated and is
used to completely unload the linked vendor-speciﬁc graphics libraries which are tied to the speciﬁc graphics hardware on the respective device, allowing for any new vendorspeciﬁc OpenGL library to be loaded when necessary.

Android version differences. Support for migration across
major versions of Android would need to address two key
challenges. The ﬁrst is that an app using features only found
in a newer Android API will be unable to migrate to an
older version lacking those features. It would be difﬁcult to
surmount this obstacle and doing so would likely place a
dependency on the source device, e.g., require that the target
device continue to use some of the source’s services over
the network. The second is that the private APIs of services
used internally by the framework must maintain backward
compatibility with previous versions. Currently, these APIs
are commonly changed by Google in between versions.

Once an app is migrated and is being restored, CRIA leverages conditional initialization used by Android. Because Android is event-driven, various state used by apps is initialized
on demand at time of use by checking ﬁrst if the state is initialized before using it. CRIA reinitializes graphical context
via the same initialization routines as used when starting an
app. It takes advantage of conditional initialization to ensure
that initialization is performed automatically due to the state
of all objects appearing as if they were just created. Once
graphics objects have been recreated and/or initialized, all
Views will be in an invalid state, forcing them to be redrawn
as they were prior to migrating. An important beneﬁt of this
approach is that, because graphics state is reinitialized and
redrawn on the guest device, the resulting device-speciﬁc
state is customized for the guest device.
3.4

Limitations. Apps that request their OpenGL context persist while in the background are unsupported by Flux.
Apps are able to do this in Android by calling GLSurfaceView’s setPreserveEGLContextOnPause method.
Doing so allows them to cache textures, shaders, etc. in
graphics memory so there is no display delay once the app
moves back into the foreground. The downside of this is that
the app consumes resources even while not visible and as
such the feature is not commonly used. Unfortunately, if the
context never goes away and apps expect it to remain, they
may not use conditional reinitialization relied upon by Flux.
Completely unloading and reloading graphics state becomes
problematic in this case.

Discussion

In our design, we made several decisions to simplify the
system’s role in managing consistency between devices. At
the same time, we considered the impacts of the diversity of
the Android framework and “future-prooﬁng” Flux against
changing versions.

Apps that request to be run in multiple processes are currently unsupported by Flux. Because multi-process apps are
relatively rare, this feature was simply not yet implemented.
It can be added with modest additional engineering effort, as
CRIU already supports checkpointing an entire process tree.

Native vs. Guest Apps. Our current design differentiates native apps from migrated apps. This is because one cannot
easily, and may not desire to, merge two running app instances, one that could be running natively and one that is
being migrated. Thus, until the migrated app is brought back
to its home device, an icon for the migrated app will exist
on the guest device’s launcher screen allowing for the user
to resume the migrated app even after its been stopped.

Migrating an app while it is interacting with a ContentProvider is currently unsupported, e.g., when an app is receiving data after querying the system for contacts information. In Android, data intended for use by multiple apps, such
as contacts, can be shared using ContentProviders. ContentProviders expose an API similar to databases, with methods
such as query, insert, and delete. This API is accessible via
Binder and ContentProviders are essentially Binder services
with short-lived app connections. As such, it should be possible to leverage Flux’s Selective Record/Adaptive Replay
for support, but due to the limited time frame during which
an app is typically interacting with ContentProviders and the
likelihood of it interfering with migration, we have not yet
implemented or exhaustively explored support for this.

Cross-Device App State Consistency. Once an app is migrated, it is guaranteed to have the latest and consistent snapshot of app state. When the user is ﬁnished with the app on
the guest device, he may initiate a migration of the app back
to its home device, thus resolving the inconsistency of app
state between the two devices. If the user attempts to start the
migrated app on the home device without having migrated
it back, he is prompted with a message asking if he would
like the app state from the guest device to be synced back to
the home device or proceed while losing modiﬁed state on
the guest device. Until an app has been migrated back to its
home device, any security credentials allowing it to access
online accounts will persist on the guest device until expiration or manual revocation.

Only app-speciﬁc SD card data directories are migrated
along with an app. Due to this, apps accessing common SD
card data at the time of migration will fail to migrate. Due
to the potential size and quantity of ﬁles on the SD card,
transferring them all is undesirable. Automatically transferring any open SD card ﬁles along with the app would allow
these apps to migrate successfully, but any other common
SD card ﬁles they were expecting to access would no longer
be available. A potential solution could be to migrate the app

Supporting Different Android Versions. Flux is capable of
migrating apps between different kernel versions and minor
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and mount the home device’s common SD card data as a network ﬁle system prior to restoring it, but this may not give
the user the desired, or expected behavior.

NAME
Bible
Bubble Witch Saga
Candy Crush Saga
eBay
Flappy Bird
Surpax Flashlight
GroupOn
Instagram
Netﬂix
Pinterest
Snapchat
Skype
Twitter
Vine
Subway Surfers
Facebook
WhatsApp
ZEDGE

Applying Flux to other mobile platforms. Although Flux
is tailored to Android, the general design is applicable
beyond it. Flux relies on three key platform characteristics: devices are utilized through system services and interacted with through a single IPC mechanism, app graphical resources can be released while the app is in the background, and the availability of an extensible checkpoint/restore mechanism. The ﬁrst is a common mobile OS design
paradigm. The third can always be overcome through engineering effort, and should be available for most Linux-based
mobile OSes through CRIU. The second is perhaps the most
problematic as any OS that does not already operate in this
manner cannot easily be changed without breaking existing
apps. For example, although iOS disallows apps from making OpenGL calls while in the background, apps are allowed
to, and commonly do, retain their GL context. Removing
their context while in the background would likely break
most iOS apps. Existing work on checkpointing and restoring OpenGL state could be leveraged and improved upon to
work around this requirement [30].

4.

W ORKLOAD
View page of the Bible
Play witch-themed puzzle game
Play candy-themed puzzle game
View online auction
Play obstacle game
Use LED ﬂashlight
View discount offer
Browse a friend’s photos
Browse available movies
Explore “pinned” items of interest
Take photo and compose text
View contact status
View a user’s Tweets
Browse a user’s video feed
Play fast-paced obstacle game
Post comment on news feed
Send text to friend
Browse ringtones and select one

Table 3. Top free Android apps and how they were used
prior to migrating.
from Google Play, including Candy Crush Saga, the longstanding most popular free game on Android. Figure 3 lists
the apps we used, along with a brief description of the workload used for each app. To demonstrate the ability of Flux
to migrate across heterogeneous Android devices, we migrated these apps across all four Android devices in four different combinations: (1) Nexus 7 (2013) tablet to Nexus 7
(2013) tablet to show migration using the same type of device on both sides, (2) Nexus 4 phone to Nexus 7 (2013)
tablet to show migration from a smaller screen phone to a
larger screen tablet, (3) Nexus 7 tablet to Nexus 7 (2013)
tablet to show migration across two devices with very different hardware (GPUs, etc.) and kernel versions (3.1 and
3.4, respectively), and (4) Nexus 7 tablet to Nexus 4 phone
to show migration from a larger screen tablet to a smaller
screen phone, again with very different hardware and kernel versions. All devices were connected to a campus WiFi
network. Before performing any migrations, all four devices
were paired with one another.

Evaluation

We have implemented a Flux prototype in Android and
demonstrated its complete functionality in migrating unmodiﬁed Android apps across different Android devices,
including the LG Electronics produced Google Nexus 4
phone and different hardware versions of the ASUS produced Google Nexus 7 tablet. The prototype has been tested
to work with multiple versions of Android, including KitKat,
the most recent version at the time of our evaluation. In migrating apps across devices with different screen sizes, Flux
seamlessly migrates Android apps from home to guest device, including refreshing the app display to match the resolution of the target device.
We quantitatively measured the performance of our unoptimized prototype migrating and running a wide range of
popular Android apps from Google Play. Our measurements
were obtained using a Nexus 4 phone (Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro APQ8064, Adreno 320 GPU, 2 GB RAM,
768x1280 pixel IPS LCD), a Nexus 7 (2012) tablet (NVIDIA
Tegra 3 T30L, ULP GeForce GPU, 1 GB RAM, 1280x800
pixel IPS LCD), and two Nexus 7 (2013) tablets (Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro APQ8064, Adreno 320 GPU, 2
GB RAM, 1920x1200 pixel IPS LCD). The Flux implementation used for our measurements was based on the Android
Open Source Project (AOSP) version 4.4.2, the most recent
version available at the time our measurements were taken.

Before and after each migration, a user used each app on
the respective device based on the respective app workload.
All but two of the apps, Facebook and Subway Surfers,
were migrated successfully across all four different device
combinations, with the visual layout of each app adapted
to the screen size of the respective device after migration.
Facebook could not be migrated because it is one of the few
apps that is multi-process, and the Flux prototype currently
does not support multi-process apps. Subway Surfer could
not be migrated because it requests that its EGL context
persist, a limitation discussed in Section 3.3. We provide
detailed measurements for migrating the other sixteen apps
to quantify the cost of migration.

To measure the cost of migration, we installed and ran eighteen different apps from the listing of top free Android apps
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Figure 14. User-perceived migration time excluding data
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Figure 15. Amount of data transferred during migration.

Figure 12 shows the time required to migrate each of the
apps across all four device combinations. Figure 13 shows
the percentage breakdown of average migration times across
the four device combinations. We breakdown the migration
time into ﬁve stages: (1) preparation involves putting the app
in the background to eliminate app-speciﬁc device state, (2)
checkpoint involves checkpointing the app and its recorded
log, (3) transfer involves verifying and syncing necessary ﬁle
system state and sending the checkpoint image from one
device to the other, (4) restore involves restoring the app
from the checkpoint image, and (5) reintegration involves
replaying calls to system services and bringing the app back
to the foreground. The relative cost of each migration stage is
fairly constant, with data transfer time dominating the cost of
migration. As shown, over half the time on average is spent
on the data and image transfer over WiFi.

in a user-perceived average migration time closer to 5.8 seconds. Given that the data transfer stage is bound by the network bandwidth, it will continually improve as devices and
wireless technologies evolve. For example, the latest mobile
devices, such as the Google Nexus 5, feature 802.11ac wireless adapters. On 802.11ac capable networks, these devices
can signiﬁcantly outperform the 802.11n performance of the
evaluated devices, especially the Nexus 7, which is only capable of operating on the extremely congested 2.4Ghz band.
In the future, the data transfer stage could also be greatly reduced by deferring memory transfer using techniques such
as post copy supplemented with adaptive pre-paging [26].
This also allows for the data transfer cost to be partially
overlapped with the restore and reintegration stages. Looking ahead, to get a better idea of the potential migration
times, Figure 14 shows the user-perceived time required for
migration excluding data transfer, an average of 1.35 seconds. Note that our prototype is not fully optimized and various migration stages can be improved. For example, Flux
currently implements an unoptimized preparation for checkpoint that depends on the Android task idler to stop the app
after we have placed it into the background.

Across all shown devices and apps, migrations required 7.88
seconds to complete on average. This is inclusive of the time
required for data transfer in a congested, urban environment,
as well as the preparation and checkpoint stages. However,
the preparation and checkpoint stages will largely go unnoticed as they occur while the user is presented with the migration target menu and they make their choice. This results
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Figure 15 shows the average data transferred to migrate each
of the apps between devices. We also show the APK size of
each app for reference. The amount of data transferred is
dominated by the size of the checkpoint image, and in our
tests, the compressed data directories sync and record log
never exceeded a combined 200KB. None of the migrations
required transferring more than 14MB of state during the
data transfer stage. Comparing Figure 15 with Figure 12,
the migration times are generally correlated with the data
transfer sizes. We can loosely say that the larger the app’s
install size is, the longer it can be expected to take to migrate.

1.2
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Figure 16. Quadrant Standard and SunSpider benchmark
results normalized to AOSP.

To demonstrate that the recording costs of Flux are modest,
we ran the Quadrant Standard [6] and SunSpider [4] benchmarks on both Flux and vanilla Android. Figure 16 shows
the results of running the benchmarks on all three types of
devices normalized to AOSP and indicates that the overhead
is negligible in all cases.

CDF of Apps

1

To get a real-world idea of the challenges Flux faces, both
in migration performance and support of apps, we analyzed several hundred thousand free Android apps in Google
Play. We leveraged PlayDrone [63] to crawl the Google
Play store, download the metadata and APKs for a collection of 488,259 apps, and decompiled the APKs to analyze their sources. Since Flux cannot migrate apps which
choose to always retain their graphical context, we parsed
the sources to identify those that explicitly call Android’s
setPreserveEGLContextOnPause. Of the roughly
half million apps we downloaded, this call is only made by
3,300 of them. This indicates that only a small percentage of
the apps in Google Play use this feature, and that the Flux
approach is expected to work for the vast majority of apps.
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Figure 17. Installation size of Google Play apps.

5.

Related Work

Application migration has been extensively studied across
a broad range of desktop and server computing systems. Many research operating systems (OSes) have implemented support for process migration, including Accent [54], Amoeba [41], Chorus [56], DEMOS/MP [53],
MOSIX [7], Sprite [22], and V [16]. These OSes provide a
global namespace and location transparent execution allowing processes to migrate freely across machines. Migrated
processes often rely on their home machine for IPC, open
ﬁles, and system calls, forever tethering them to another machine. None of these approaches are designed for mobile devices, and do not address the key device heterogeneity problems to support migration on mobile devices.

Since the cost of pairing devices before migration involves
transferring APKs, we also analyzed the collection of apps in
Google Play to measure their installation sizes, information
included in the metadata associated with each app. To verify
that the installation size is a good measure of the actual
size of the app APKs, we looked at a random selection of
APKs from Google Play and compared their actual size to
the installation size. The installation size and actual APK
size matched in all cases. Figure 17 shows the cumulative
distribution function of all the apps versus their installation
size. Roughly 60% of the apps are less than 1 MB in size,
and roughly 90% of the apps are less than 10 MB in size.

Arguably the most popular migration approach today is VM
migration, leveraging virtual machine monitors (VMMs) to
virtualize at the hardware level and encapsulate an entire
OS [19, 43]. These approaches are used in server and cloud
environments, where whole OS virtualization and migration
is practical and works well. However, using VMs on mobile
devices has been problematic, as existing approaches [10]
provide no effective mechanism to enable apps running in
VMs to directly leverage hardware device features without
substantial performance degradation, especially for apps using 3D accelerated graphics [2, 20]. As a result, no VMbased solutions exist for enabling app migration across commodity smartphones and tablets.

We also measured the pairing costs for the various devices
we used for migration. Pairing consists of a constant data
cost component and a cost that scales linearly with the number of installed apps and their install size. The constant data
is comprised of a device’s system libraries, frameworks and
apps. When pairing a Nexus 7 to a Nexus 7 (2013), both running KitKat, the total constant data size that must be synced
was 215MB. After accounting for identical ﬁles on the target device that can be hard-linked, this is reduced to 123MB.
The compressed delta that must be transferred is 56MB.
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There has been signiﬁcant research in checkpoint-restore approaches which have been used for migration, spanning the
application-level [50, 55, 58], library-level [51, 62], library
OS-level [11, 52] and kernel-level [32–34, 39, 48, 49, 60].
None of these approaches work for commodity smartphones
and tablets, and do not address the key device heterogeneity problems to support migration on mobile devices.
Application-level mechanisms [12, 27], while efﬁcient, are
non-transparent, require application-level modiﬁcations, and
may require nonstandard programming languages [29].

can reduce the information recorded in a log so that, for example, sensitive information can be purged before replay.
Scribe [35] replays a recorded application execution until a
speciﬁed point, and then transitions to live execution instead
of replaying the rest of the log. Racepro [36] detects process
races due to dependencies in the ordering of system calls
by recording an application execution to a log, identifying
a pair of system calls that may be racy, truncating the log
at the occurrence of the pair of system calls, inverting their
order, and replaying the truncated log with the reordered system calls. A few record-replay systems allow new code to be
run while replaying a recorded execution [17, 28]. However,
this new code cannot have any side effects on the program.
More recently, Dora [64] allows transparent mutable replay
of application execution even when applications change. Recent work also applies record-replay to graphical contexts
by leveraging a record-prune-replay mechanism capable of
restoring an OpenGL state by replaying the minimal number of calls necessary [30]. Flux differs from previous approaches in that it targets mobile service invocations and
leverages their semantics to guarantee correctness as device
state changes, adapts to changes in hardware, and is much
lighter weight, making it more suitable for mobile devices.

Library checkpoint-restart mechanisms require that applications be compiled or relinked against special libraries. Unlike Flux, such approaches do not capture important parts
of the system state, such as interprocess communication and
process dependencies through the OS, and do not support
signiﬁcant changes in underlying hardware or the plethora
of devices found in mobile platforms.
Library OS approaches encapsulate an entire OS at the userlevel to make checkpoint-restore of OS and application state
easier across desktop computers, but rely on remote display
mechanisms [52], limiting graphics performance. It is unclear how these systems might support app migration across
mobile devices. Like distributed OSes, the hard part is migrating across heterogeneous graphics hardware; any library
OS attempting to migrate from a desktop to a tablet would
need to adopt exactly the kind of mechanisms that are provided by the Flux solution.

6.

Conclusions and Future Work

Moving computation across glass surfaces has been the vision of science ﬁction for decades. Recent advances in mobile device computing capacity as well as the proliferation of
glass surfaces in cell phones, phablets, tablets, smart TVs,
and smart watches, all running similar OSs, will likely enable new forms of computing interactions that extend beyond a single device. We have demonstrated that such experiences are indeed possible with Flux. A user can move
apps—mid execution—across Android-based mobile and
tablet devices. Our design focused on minimizing the intrusiveness on existing mobile OS stacks and apps. At same
time, we wanted to leverage the clean separation between
apps and services within a mobile OS to allow for a ﬂuid
migration experience where apps can gracefully adapt to
changes in hardware devices. We have showed that many
popular apps can be migrated without any modiﬁcations. In
the process, we have fully captured the various overheads
in migrating an app. These overheads, while small, are still
noticeable. We are exploring various optimizations to mask
away these overheads during app migration.

Kernel-level approaches include those that require entirely
new OSes [32, 39], limiting their deployment, and those
that work with commodity OSes such as Linux [33, 48, 49],
which led to the current CRIU checkpoint-restore support
in Linux [47]. Flux builds on CRIU but speciﬁcally targets
mobile devices, focusing on providing the necessary hooks
to extract and reintegrate application state from Androidspeciﬁc software device drivers, as well as interactions with
system services, and hardware devices to support migration
across disparate devices.
Recently, an Android-speciﬁc checkpoint-restore project
was created for restoring the Android Zygote process for
faster booting [1]. However, the project does not support
checkpoint-restore of interactive or GUI-based processes
and therefore does not support Android apps, supports only
same-device checkpoint and restoration, and does not support interaction with hardware devices.
There has also been signiﬁcant research in record-replay approaches [13, 17, 24, 40, 42, 57, 61], in some cases to even
replicate application state across different computers [14].
Unlike Flux, these systems assume a homogeneous environment and are not designed to allow replay with any modiﬁcations to the recorded execution.
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Other approaches enable replay with varying degrees of
modiﬁcations from the recorded execution. Crosscut [18]
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